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Pile ou Face : Cavale au bout du monde

Aliénor Mandragore : Trompe-la-mort

Le journal d’Aurore

Le diable de monsieur Wai

by H. Larson and R. Mock, translated from English by F. Soubiran.

by Séverine Gauthier and Thomas Labourot

by Marie Desplechin and Agnès Maupré

by Jean-François Chabas

Ever since their adopted father disappeared without saying
goodbye, Alexandre and Cléopatre have been on their own.
They’d do almost anything to find him, from roaming with street
gangs in police stations to hanging out with pirates and heading
to the ends of the earth. All of this while risking their lives…

The legendary Brocéliande forest is well protected, impenetrable
and impressive. But what goes on there can also be… quite
funny. Indeed, that’s what this second adventure with Aliénor
Mandragore shows us. Merlin’s daughter is determined to
make sure Ankou doesn’t make off with her father’s soul.

Did you love the trilogy of novels? Did you thrill to her on the
big screen? Listen up! Aurore is back in a comic book. And she’s
still not happy! Ugly and ridiculous – according to herself – as
nasty as they come, pessimistic, defeatist, furious and grumbling,
while loving and, above all… so funny, you’ll laugh until you cry.

Kin and Jen’s parent were too poor to feed them, so they were
hired out to a rich businessman. Thanks to him, perhaps they’ll
escape their island and see other horizons. But their new master
soon reveals himself to be a nasty man. He’s always flying off the
handle and sees devilry everywhere. But why?
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Sothik

OK, señor Foster

Le choix de Sam

Les ombres de Kerohan

by Marie Desplechin and Sothik Hok

by Eliacer Cansino, translated from Spanish by Sophie Hofnung.

by Edward van de Vendel, translated from Dutch by Maurice Lomré.

by N. M. Zimmermann

1973.The fanatical Khmers Rouges have taken over Cambodia.
The country has become a huge prison camp. Eight-year-old
Sothik has seen families crushed, books burned, opposition
members eliminated and terror and famine sweep the land. In
2014 he meets Marie Desplechin and recounts his story.

Spain is dying under the yoke of 30 years of General Franco’s
dictatorship. Yet across the country many people, each in their
own way, resist. Twelve-year-old Perico, an apprentice fisher
who longs for freedom and is passionate about poetry, meets up
with resistance fighters in the shadows who become his friends.

An enormous and beautiful white dog showed up at their
door. Kix and her sister called him Sam and wanted to adopt
him. Sam is gentle, loves being petted and guards the house.
But with time the children uncover his history. His owner is a
crazed and violent man. What if he comes to take Sam back?

Viola is quickly disenchanted when she’s sent to rest at her
uncle’s home in Brittany. The fresh sea air? It seems unhealthy.
Her uncle’s fortune? Virtually nonexistent. The quiet setting?
Shadows hover around the hallways, the piano groans. This is a
tale of horror by an award winning new novelist.
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